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Misogyny is a hatred sense of women influenced by certain reasons that give rise to hatred sense toward women as men think that women as someone weak and men as being a strong man. As a result, women have lower status than men and it rises emergence of sense to alienate women from public life/society. With emergence of sense, a man think that the women are not important so they don not want to get marry.

The Formulation of the problems studied in this thesis are: 1) How understanding of "old virgin" on marriage. 2) Why misogyny became as an excuse not to marry for the men in the Blimbing Sari village, Sooko, Mojokerto regency is. This research is a type of field research and the qualitative approach. As for the data source using primary and secondary data sources. The Methods of data collection using observation, interviews, and documentation. While the methods of data processing is editing, classifying, verifying, analyzing, concluding.

In the popular dictionary, there are three expressions, namely: "misogyny" means: willing hate women, to hate women, "misogyny" means, "will hate women, feelings of hatred for women" being "misogynistic" means "men who hate women". However, in the terminology of the term, misogyny is also used for the doctrines of a thought which is marginalizing and degrading women.

Based on the results of research, old virgin in marriage is understood as a form of the Sunnah, and marriage is something to be done for the people who want to marriage. They assume that marriage is something that is not mandatory, which can be done or not done. Or in other words they agree the existence of marriage but on the one hand, they are refusing to perform marriages.

The doers of misogyny initially have a feeling the desire to get married but there are several reasons to keep being alone. The doers of misogyny have reasons / factors, including disappointed experience, and broken hurt of a woman based on events that have happened, that the doers feel really traumatized and hurt and that happened in his family. So with event the doer of the incident will hate women and do not believe in women.